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Why has the health protocol been upgraded to Level 3?  

The Level 3 Sanitary Protocol concerns a very active, localized circulation of the virus, requiring the 

implementation of distance learning for Collège and Lycée in a given geographical area. For information, 

as of December 11, LFSL did not have any cases of students testing positive for Covid-19. Nevertheless, 

the recommendation taken by the authorities of Smittskydd Stockholm is binding for all secondary 

schools in Stockholm. 

 

Why did you distance all levels of the college?  

The measure taken by the Swedish authorities on Friday concerns the Högstadieskolorna that we can 

translate by the College level. According to the Högstadieskolorna it can concern students from 5e to 3e 

and sometimes 6e grade. The Collège level at LFSL being from 6e to 3e, it is these 4 levels which are 

passed at a distance. The aim of the recommendation is to enable staff and students to work at a distance 

in order to limit the number of gatherings and the use of public transport as much as possible. 

 

How is distance learning going to work in practice?   

Everything is indicated in Health and pedagogical protocol  that was validated at the beginning of the 

school year. Distance learning has already been in place for a few weeks on the Lycée part. Teachers, 

students and families are required to refer to this protocol. All courses and homework will be indicated 

via Pronote. Each teacher will make at least one visual contact per week with his or her classes on a slot 

in the discipline's timetable via Teams only. Teachers are available on the subject slots in the timetable 

to answer students' questions. The teacher keeps his pedagogical freedom in the organization of the 

lessons. 

 
What is the role of parents in distance education? 

Everything is specified in the pedagogical protocol. Parents have access to all courses and homework via 

their Pronote account. They can therefore follow up on their child's work. 

 

Is it possible to borrow a computer for distance learning?  

Yes the school can provide a computer. It is important that the requests correspond to real needs so as 

not to deprive a family that would have no other alternatives. We have received many requests and loans 

will only be made within the limits of available stocks.  

Furthermore, it is important that in the case of a return to the classroom, the computers are returned 

the same day so that they can be used for educational purposes..  

 

What are the forecasts for the beginning of January regarding the recovery?  

In view of the changing health situation and the Swedish recommendations for schools issued until 

January 6, 2021, we cannot provide further details at this time. We will keep you informed in early January 

(around the 4th or 5th) whether or not distance learning will be extended. In any case, it is important that 

students be ready to work from January 7, 2021 for either distance or in-class teaching. 

 

Will it be possible to contact the establishment during the Christmas vacations?  

Elémentaire and Secondaire will be closed during the Christmas vacations. No permanence will be 

assured during this period. Your requests will be processed as of January 4, 2021. 

http://www.lfsl.net/
https://www.lfsl.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Protocole-Sanitaire-et-P%C3%A9dagogique-11.12.2020_FR.pdf

